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WELCOME
Deceuninck are a global systems company operating across
more than 95 countries across Europe, North America, South
America, Africa and Asia. We employ more than 3,500 worldwide
and we are listed on the Belgium Stock Exchange.
Our UK subsidiary operates from a large manufacturing site in
Calne, Wiltshire. At Deceuninck we pride ourselves on the very
best design, using the latest innovations to create the very best
performing products in the UK market.
We work very closely with the very best window fabricators
and installers giving our customers the best products and best
service possible. We have a reputation for quality, service and
value for money and we are sure you will be delighted with
choosing us.

You can trust the experts when it comes to the
installation of your Heritage windows and doors
The Registered Installer Scheme has been introduced to give
homeowners complete peace of mind and to ensure that the
highest standards of workmanship are achieved.
With years of experience, our nationwide network
of Deceuninck Registered Installers are well
placed to provide first class installation of
your windows and doors.
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When it comes to selecting the right products to enhance and protect your
home, you want to be sure you’re making the right choice. Beautiful, stylish,
expertly made, our PVC-U Sculptured and Flush Sash windows and doors strike
the perfect balance between energy efficiency, security and design.
So which is the right fit for your home?

F
S
C

FLUSH SASH
Flush casement windows are characterised by openers
that close into the frame and finish flush with the face of
the window to replicate timber style windows.

SCULPTURED SASH
Sculptured Sash windows feature outward opening sashes,
which stand proud of the face of the window frame and
are the more typical style found in houses today.

CHAMFERED SASH
Similar to the Sculptured Sash window, the Chamfered
features outward opening sashes, which stand proud of
the face of the window frame and looks sharp yet subtle.
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STYLE
The Heritage Window and Door Collection
combines the elegance and styling of
traditional timber windows with all
the benefits of PVC. They are virtually
maintenance free and keep the warmth in
and unwelcome visitors out.
The collection is ideal for period properties
and for those who want to add or restore
character to their homes with its unique,
unrivalled, aesthetics and sympathetic
symmetrical design giving a property
perfect balance and harmony.

SECURITY
There’s no compromise when it comes to
security even down to the useful night vent
locking position.
The bespoke locking keep which caters
for this also helps to achieve enhanced
security accreditation PAS24, a British
Standard all of our Heritage products
have achieved. Thanks to this, all Heritage
windows and doors can carry the Secured
By Design badge of approval, a national
UK crime prevention initiative, which helps
protect you and your property for complete
peace of mind.
Our wide range of modern, contemporary
and period style windows incorporate the
latest built-in safety features, including
internal glazing beads and multi point
locking systems.
To provide enhanced resistance to forced
entry our windows can be fitted with a
hinge protector device between the frame
and the sash opener. For doors the latest
anti-bump, anti-snap, key locking cylinders
can also be installed to further enhance
performance.
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What makes our windows so unique?
PERFORMANCE
To keep out the wind and rain we use our patented
high performance, multifunctional weatherseals.
The airtight seal this creates helps to maintain your
comfort inside your home.
The Flush Sash dual seal is exceptionally watertight,
with the added benefit of concealing any hardware.
Any water that has found its way inside is quickly
evacuated due to the intelligently designed integral
drainage gutter.

CONSERVATION
Our Heritage Flush and Sculptured Sash windows look
great in any surrounding, from country cottages to
modern townhouses. Their subtle charm and elegance
will transform your home.
If you live in a Conservation Area, home improvements
such as replacing your windows and doors will require
planning consent as there are strict guidelines to
ensure that architectural features are preserved.
We have designed the Heritage Window Collection
with this in mind; replicating the appearance and style
of traditional timber windows with features such as
our authentic Wood Grain Finish, Monkey Tail Handles
and Georgian Bar options. However, you should always
obtain consent from a planning/conservation officer
before proceeding with an installation.
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FLUSH SASH WINDOW
Designed to replicate the appearance of timber, Flush Sash windows are distinguished by sashes that close into the
frame and finish flush with the face of the window. Flush Sash windows typically have frames that appear the same
width, known as “equal sightlines” this look is achieved using dummy sashes, something that undoubtedly improves the
overall appearance of your property.
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SCULPTURED & CHAMFERED SASH WINDOW
Sculptured and Chamfered Sash windows feature outward opening sashes which stand proud of the face of the window
frame and are the more typical style used in homes you see today. For that period property look, both Sculptured and
Chamfered Sash windows can also feature a dummy sash, this simple but effective upgrade to achieve “equal sightlines”
can really enhance the beauty of your home. See Page 42.
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double
AND triple
glazing

authentic
peg stay
option

flush
external
contours

matching
trims &
accessories
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Heritage Flush Sash windows look great
in any surrounding; modern townhouse
or country cottage. They will retain their
elegance while still functioning as a high
quality window for many years to come.

G

Super Efficient
Compared with aluminium
or wood, PVC-U windows are
low maintenance, have better
insulation values and are able
to reduce energy and heating
costs.
Perfect for Conservation
Flush external contours are in
keeping with period properties
and also meet the requirements
of most conservation area
officers. *Check with your
planning/conservation officer.
Sound-Proof
Glazing options to maximise
energy efficiency and/or
sound proofing.
Safe and Secure
For total peace of mind, our
Heritage Flush Sash windows
come with multi-point locking
as standard.
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Our Heritage windows and doors
combine the elegance and style of
traditional timber with all the benefits
of PVC-U.
This range is ideal for those who wish
to add or improve the period features
to their homes. Its unique, unrivalled,
aesthetic appeal makes this range the
most attractive suite of windows and
doors on the market today.
Sleek slimline frames
Dummy peg stay option (image top right)
Mechanical or welded transom/mullion joints
(image top left)
Exquisite Georgian bar option
Traditional ironmongery options
High energy rating and weather performance
Enhanced security PAS 24 Approved
Double or triple glazing available
Low Maintenance PVC-U frames
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Available in a range of hand-picked
Heritage woodgrain finishes
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Heritage Sculptured Sash windows
look great in any surrounding; modern
townhouse or country cottage, its subtle
charm and elegance transforms the
building like no other.

G

Super Efficient
Compared with aluminium
or wood, PVC-U windows are
low maintenance, have better
insulation values and are able
to reduce energy and heating
costs.
Your Ideal Home
The Deceuninck Heritage
Sculptured Sash sits perfectly
in any property, whether it be
a modern town house, a quaint
country cottage or even a
period home.
Sound-Proof
Glazing options to maximise
energy efficiency and/or
sound proofing.
Safe and Secure
For total peace of mind, our
Heritage Sculptured windows
come with multi-point locking as
standard.
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Our beautiful Heritage Sculptured Sash
windows feature outward opening sashes,
which stand proud of the face of the
window frame and are the more typical
style found in houses today.
This range is ideal for period properties
and those who want to add character and
enhance the appearance of their homes.
The stunning and individual aesthetic of
this range makes it a market leader.

Smooth contours
Welded transom and mullion joints
Unique optional horn sash
Exquisite Georgian bar option
Traditional ironmongery options
High energy rating and weather performance
Enhanced security PAS 24 Approved
Double or triple glazing available
Low Maintenance PVC-U frames
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Available in a range of hand-picked
Heritage woodgrain finishes
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The addition of a Decorative Horn detail to
our Heritage window can recreate the look
of a traditional box sash, but with modern
acoustic and weather performance.
The Heritage Sculptured Decorative Horn
is ideal for those who wish to improve the
appearance of their period home.
Its pure authentic ‘run-through’ style
enhances the window, decorating it with a
finishing touch that’s almost seamless.
Despite its intricate design the unique two
part moulding is very robust, borrowing
its core design from our tried and tested
Flush Sash mechanical joint.
Available from stock in all the Heritage
Sculptured colours as pre-prepared
carefully assembled kits, the new
Decorative Horn completes the Heritage
range.
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The beautiful Chamfered shape adds a
stylish elegance to both windows and
doors, inside and out, featuring outward
opening sashes, which stand proud of
the face of the window frame and looks
sharp yet subtle.
The Chamfered contours integrate
easily in all types of architecture and
design with a range of colours and
finishes that ensure you can find the
perfect window for your home.
Smooth and stylish frames
Mechanical or welded transom/
mullion joints
Exquisite Georgian bar option
Decorative Horn available
Traditional ironmongery options
High energy rating and weather performance
Enhanced security PAS 24 Approved
Double or triple glazing available
Low Maintenance PVC-U frames
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Available in a range of hand-picked
Heritage woodgrain finishes
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Energy Ratings and
Weather Performance
The Heritage Window Collection combines
the elegance and styling of traditional timber
windows with all the benefits of PVC. They
are virtually maintenance free and keep the
warmth in and unwelcome visitors out.

E

The Heritage Window Collection is ideal for
period properties and for those who want
to add or restore character to their homes
with its unique, unrivalled, aesthetics and
sympathetic symmetrical design giving a
property perfect balance and harmony.
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Side Hung Casement

Size Tested

1.2m x 1.2m

0.7m x 1.4m

ENHANCE
D

Air
Permeability

Class

A4

A4

Rating

600 Pa

600 Pa

Water
tightness

Class

E900

E900

Rating

900 Pa

900 Pa

Class

A5 (TCI)
AE (Steel)

A5 (TCI)
AE (Steel)

Rating

1600 (TCI)
2400 (Steel)

1600 (TCI)
2400 (Steel)

Wind
Resistance
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HERITAGE SCULPTURED SASH

Performance

Insulation

To keep out the wind and rain we use our patented high
performance, multifunctional weatherseals. The airtight
seal this creates helps to maintain your comfort inside
your home. The Flush Sash dual seal is exceptionally
watertight, with the added benefit of concealing any
hardware. Any water that has found its way inside is
quickly evacuated due to the intelligently designed
integral drainage gutter.

With its core designed around Heritage Sculptured Sash,
the insulating properties of Flush Sash are even more
impressive. A double glazed window U value of just 1.2
epitomises this market leading product.
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Smooth contours and stunning features;
this elegant range of Heritage doors and
windows complements any shape or size
of property. Combining the traditional look
with the latest technology, its simplistic
design gives a property perfect balance
and harmony.
OUTSTANDING INSULATION
With its unique high performance
weatherseal and clever internal design, the
Heritage door collection provides superb
thermal insulation and sound proofing
(with the correct glazing configuration).
Designed for compliance with both today’s
and tomorrows Building Regulations, the
Heritage Window Collection offers long
lasting benefits.
PROTECTION FROM ROGUE
ELEMENTS
It’s not just the weathering properties
that make the Heritage Window Collection
an excellent choice, its core design is
compatible with the latest security
specific hardware, making it a truly robust
proposition to deter any game intruder. For
peace of mind the complete system comes
fully accredited to PAS24, the enhanced
security standard.
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HERITAGE SCULPTURED SASH PATIO DOORS

THE SLIDER24

IS THE ONLY

SLIDING DOOR WITH
PAS24 ACCREDITATION
SLIDER24

FOR 2, 3 & 4 PANE OPTIONS
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Your family is your world and protecting
them is an instinctive part of our nature.
Protecting our material possessions is
also important, so its good to know feeling
safe and secure in our homes is as simple
as choosing the right doors and windows.
Deceuninck’s superior build quality
combined with high security hardware
gives you that peace of mind.
Every effort has been made to ensure
your new windows and doors keep both
your home secure and any undesirable
element out. To support this claim the
Heritage range of products has achieved
the following accreditation:

•

PAS 24 Enhanced security
performance requirements for
doorsets and windows in the UK.
Doorsets and windows intended to
offer a level of security suitable for
dwellings and other buildings exposed
to comparable risk
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ACCESSORIES
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Unique cranked
handle provides
clearance
between it and
the surface of
the window

Teardrop Handle
A unique, traditionally designed teardrop handle that fits perfectly with the Heritage window collection. The Teardrop handle
grip has been ergonomically designed to fit perfectly in the palm of your hand. Due to its twist on the classic handle shape it is
suitable for all our Heritage styles, most rooms and most interior schemes, you just need to choose the best colour option for
you. As well as Antique Black, this hardware boasts Fab & Fix’s unique and patented Hardex finish in chrome, graphite and gold.

Antique
Black

Hardex
Chrome

Hardex
Graphite

Hardex
Gold

Traditional Peg Stays
Matching traditional peg stays are available to create a
perfectly matching Heritage window. Available in Antique
Black, Hardex Chrome, Hardex Graphite and Hardex Gold.
36

* Only dummy peg stays can be fitted with the Flush Sash option
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Matching
monkey tail
dummy stay
also available to
create a perfectly
matching heritage
window

Monkey Tail Handle
Elegant design inspired by 19th century ironmongery, our monkey tail handle gives a classic finish to our Heritage Window
Collection. Manufactured from die-cast zinc with a specially formulated finish, it is suitable for all our Heritage styles,
most rooms and most interior schemes, you just need to choose the best colour option for you. As well as Antique Black,
this hardware boasts Fab & Fix’s unique and patented Hardex finish in chrome, graphite and gold.

Antique
Black

Hardex
Chrome

Hardex
Graphite

Hardex
Gold

Traditional Peg Stays
Matching traditional peg stays are perfectly suited to our
Heritage windows. Available in Antique Black, Hardex Chrome,
Hardex Graphite and Hardex Gold.
* Only dummy peg stays can be fitted with the Flush Sash option
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Patented
cover caps
with colour
coordinated
finish
Perfectly matching
components,
even down to the
smallest details

Connoisseur Handle
Classic design with a contemporary twist to create an elegant and stylish window, the connoisseur handle is a perfect match
for all our Heritage Window Collection. Suitable for left or right-hand-opening windows, this key locking handle is available in
many colour options to complement your windows and doors.

Black

Hardex
Graphite
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White

Antique
Black

Hardex
Chrome

Hardex
Gold

Hardex
Bronze
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Door Handles
For sliding doors, double opening or French doors, we have a range of handles with a classic design to perfectly
complement the Heritage Window Collection.

Balmoral
Lever
& Pad
Swan
Lever /
Lever

Balmoral
Ashford
Lever

Sparta
Patio
Handle
Available in 7 colours; White, Black, Hardex Chrome, Hardex Gold, Hardex Graphite,
Hardex Bronze and Antique Black.

White

Black

Hardex
Chrome

Hardex
Gold

Hardex
Graphite

Antique
Black

Hardex
Bronze
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Heritage
Colour
Collection
Our Heritage colour collection
has been specially designed
to help you put together the
perfect colour palette for your
home.
Every home is different, and
our beautiful range of colours
takes its inspiration direct from
nature to harmonise perfectly
with your home and its
surroundings, ensuring it stays
looking good for years to come.
Our unique range of woodgrain
foil colours are available in a
number of colourways.
Ask your installer for details.

White
Grain

Classic
Cream

Chartwell
Green

Irish
Oak

Golden
Oak

Rosewood

Nut
Tree

Anthracite
Grey

Black
Ash

Agate
Grey

Ice
Cream

English
Oak

Heritage
White

Anthracite
Smooth

If you’re looking for a specific colour, please ask your installer to help you. There’s practically hundreds of Renolit colour finishes you can
choose from to suit your property and taste.
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White
Grain

Classic
Cream

Chartwell
Green

White
PVC

White
PVC

inside

Irish
Oak

inside

Golden
Oak

inside

Anthracite
Grey
White
PVC

Black
Ash

Classic
Cream

inside

Chartwell
Green

inside

Golden
Oak

inside

inside

Rosewood
Golden
Oak

Irish
Oak

inside

Anthracite
Grey

inside

inside

Chartwell
Green

White
Grain

Nut
Tree

White
PVC

inside

Classic
Cream

Nut
Tree

inside

White
PVC

inside

Irish
Oak

White
PVC

White
PVC

inside

White
Grain

inside

Rosewood

White
PVC
Nut
Tree

White
PVC

Rosewood

inside

Black
Ash

Anthracite
Grey

Black
Ash

inside

inside

The Heritage Colour Collection is available from
stock for any Heritage window, Flush, Sculptured and
Chamfered. Please note the combination of colours
shown below are available on a 6-8 week lead time on
the Heritage Chamfered only.

Agate
Grey

Premium woodgrain foils
in 26 colourways
Beautiful authentic ‘wood like’ finish

Heritage
White
inside

English
Oak

inside

10 year manufacturer’s guarantee

Anthracite
Smooth

Heritage
White
inside

English
Oak
English
Oak

Extremely durable

Each colour has its own matching ancillaries,
trims and accessories

Ice
Cream

Black
Ash

inside

inside

Heritage
White

Heritage
White
inside

Heritage
White
Heritage
White

Heritage
White

English
Oak
inside

H E R I TA G E

Heritage
White
inside
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Heritage Glass Options
A wide range of glass effects are available so you can closely match the pattern your prefer. All our Heritage glass options
are available toughened or laminated for your security and safety.
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Minster
Glass

Contora
Glass

Stippolyte
Glass

Leaded
and
Georgian
The design of your
Heritage windows
and doors have a
big impact on the
overall appearance
of your home.
Whatever the age of
your property, the
original windows and
doors were designed
to harmonise with
it. So it’s important
to consider what
will look right for
the building when
you replace them.
The right design and
look can preserve or
enhance the value of
your home.

Square Leaded

Diamond Leaded

Internal Georgian Bars

External Georgian Bars

Equal Sightlines

Unequal Sightlines

Sightlines
Good window
design extends to
the symmetry of
window sightlines.
Equal sightlines
add balance and
harmony - creating
the perfect stylish
finish.
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We take great pride in giving our customers the best products and service possible.
We have a reputation for quality, service and value for money and we are sure that you will
be delighted with choosing us.
Deceuninck Registered Installers

Processing your order

The Heritage Window Collection is only available
through our Registered Installers. They will be able to
advise you on the choice of designs and accessories
which will meet your requirements. Looking at colour
samples will help you finalise your colour choice, and
whether you are opting for a smooth or woodgrain
finish. Also think about whether you would like the
inside of your windows to be the same colour as the
outside or whether to opt for white or oak inside to
blend in with your internal decor.

Your Deceuninck Registered Installer will keep in
touch with you and let you know as soon as possible
when your installation date will be. Between survey
and installation* you can sit back and relax whilst
your bespoke windows are manufactured and quality
tested to ensure they meet our rigorous standards.

On-site survey

Our Registered Installers are all expert craftsmen
who will take care of your home and treat it with
respect at all times. Removing existing windows
and doors and replacing them with your stunning
new ones will inevitably cause a certain amount of
disruption, your installer will always make sure any
mess is kept to a minimum and that the doors and
windows are fitted with the utmost skill and care.
Packaging and waste will be removed and recycled
where possible, leaving you to relax and enjoy your
new beautiful windows, safe in the knowledge they’re
protected with a 10 year guarantee.

Your Deceuninck Registered Installer will arrange a
site survey at a mutually convenient time. This will
allow for precise measurements to be taken as well
as allowing you to confirm your choice of style and
design to ensure that your bespoke windows are
made to your satisfaction. Please take the time to ask
any questions at this point and to make sure you are
happy with the final design.

* You should always obtain consent from a planning/conservation
officer before proceeding with an installation.

Taking care of your home
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